Welcome to the website of the Otto-von-Guericke-Society

The Otto-von-Guericke-Society has set itself the goal of researching the life and work of Otto von Guericke and making it even better known.

We invite you to get to know the great natural scientist and diplomat Otto von Guericke and the most important son of the city of Magdeburg.

Here you can learn more about:

- the life and work of Otto von Guericke,
- his influence on history
- and his work as mayor and diplomat.

or even better:
just come and visit us in person - we welcome you here!

- Guericke-Centre with the Otto-von-Guericke-Museum (previously Lukasklause)
- Johannischurch
- Historical Ship mill
- Centurytower in the Elbauenpark
Donations

Your support of our work through a donation to the society would make us very happy.
Please use our account at the Stadtsparkasse Magdeburg:

**IBAN:**
DE 45 8105 3272 0034 0037 34

**BIC:**
NOLADE 21 MDG

The Otto-von-Guericke-Gesellschaft e.V. is recognised as a non-profit organisation. To receive a donation receipt, please include your first name, surname and address with the transfer.